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The increased severity and 

frequency of malware infections 

is one of the top 3 factors 

impacting future security invest-

ments
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REPORT300+ security leaders

Interesting discrepancies

in how respondents think

about ransomware risk

How security

leaders are preparing

for attacks

Shocking stats on how many

organizations were disrupted

by ransomware in the last 12 months

NO ORGANIZATION IS IMMUNE

Our annual survey of

from North America & the UK uncovered: 

report being affected
by ransomware

90%

report being affected
2 - 10+ times

78%

employees saw the biggest jump
in ransomware  >>>

25,000+
While organizations of all sizes saw a year-over-year
increase in attacks, companies with

82% were targeted in the last year

52% were targeted in 2020

CONFIDENCE IN COUNTERMEASURES

Unpatched
Vulnerabilities

1

Phishing emails
with malicious
attachments

or links

2

Unmanaged devices
accessing the network

which can’t be
monitored for threats

3
Malware

Stolen web
session cookies

Third-party app
exposures

RISKIEST ENTRY POINTS

ENDPOINT
SECURITY

INTRUSION
DETECTION

SYSTEMS

EMAIL
SECURITY

At least half of respondents said their classic ransomware prevention tools — such as

multifactor authentication and phishing email detection — were "already in good shape."

said they purchased cyber
insurance to cover ransomware damages

“PLAN B” MEASURESFIVE MOST IMPORTANT

72%

37%
opened a cryptocurrency account

DATA BACKUP

USER AWARENESS
& TRAINING

Roughly one in four said their companies plan to

invest in credential-monitoring tools in the next year.

AUTHENTICATION PRACTICES
in the last year

increased monitoring
for compromised

partner and supplier
credentials

75%

66%
jump y/y monitoring

for compromised
employee

credentials

Consider bolstering your 

defenses by monitoring for 

compromised web sessions to 

prevent session hijacking

When it comes to incident 

response, don’t overlook 

post-infection remediation - 

ensure you have complete 

visibility into malware-ex-

posed credentials, stolen 

session cookies, and other 

data that allow ransomware 

operators to “walk right in.” 

WHAT’S NEXT?

Download the full report at spycloud.com/ransomware

but they can’t be sure their data wasn’t already shared on the darknet
65% of respondents paid the ransom, 


